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Royal Decree 
Adopting the Quintric  Monetary System 1

WHEREAS, the Royal Court of Breifne under the leadership of Lord Martin O’Reilly, Prince of the House of 
Breifne and Guardian of the Ancient Middle Kingdom, has undertaken to restore, honor, preserve and 
protect the venerable realm; 

WHEREAS, millenia-old traditions embodied in principles of equity under Brehon Law hold the Royal 
Court bound to issue and promote the circulation of a sound, gold and silver currency; 

WHEREAS, twenty-first century blockchain technology offers transparency and accountability akin to the 
honest weights and measures of the physical coin of ages past;  

NOW, THEREFORE, We hereby decree as the considered judgment of the Royal Family, upon the advice 
and counsel of the Royal Court, that as a fundamental exercise of the sovereign rights of the indigenous Irish 
folk, that the Quintric Monetary System be adopted as the official legal tender Coin of the Realm and that the 
Office of the Exchequer of the Royal Court be hereby directed to: 

1. Ensure that the iQuint and iQuintS (iQ) cryptocurrency tokens shall at all times be redeemable by 
the bearer upon demand in gold or silver, insured and held on deposit by the Quintric Corporation;  

2. Fix the exchange rate of various fiat, debt-based, paper currencies for iQ tokens to the prevailing, 
retail rates published on the United States Mint website (usmint.gov); 

3. Eliminate any and all charges to iQ token holders for vaulting and insurance of precious metal held 
on deposit for redemption; 

4. Audit the purity, weight, fineness and secure vaulting of all precious metal iQ holdings, whether in 
bar, coin, or card form; 

5. Develop and promote QuintCoin and QuintCard offerings featuring traditional themes, values and 
images of the Kingdom of Breifne in denominations as small as one iQuint or iQuintS; and 

6. Allow iQ token holders to realize a return on the Quintric monetary system through QuintX awards. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF this first day of January, in the year of our Lord two thousand eighteen, we firmly 
affix and set our hand and seal. 

 
                                                                          . 

Lord Martin O’Reilly  
Prince of the House of Breifne 

1 Quintric, Quint, QuintS, iQuint, iQuintS, QuintX , QuintCard, QuintCoin are licensed trademarks of The Quintric Corporation. 

 


